





Blind Venus.
Beauty’s Power.

Christopher Bernard

1.	The Trial of Beauty

A voice speaks: A voice speaks: “Beauty is the speech of love, the work of beauty is its music.” And we stop, stunned out of our deadness, and listen.
	Dominating the moment in which beauty appears— – an unexpected hummingbird feeding, say, on an early-summer porch, a smile breaking for us on a face we have secretly loved, a distant shaft of sunlight shot suddenly from a cloud— - we see a gesture behind the world, of something within yet breaking through the world, like the hand of a prisoner reaching through the bars of a cage, to touch us with something we had dreamed was hardly possible: we are shocked into acknowledging something we at one time wanted but long ago abandoned hope for— – we became convinced it was beyond any possible reality; that it was a naïve, unrealistic daydream— – when, suddenly, out of nowhere, turning a corner on a road, out of a hallway, into a room, we are split by a razor in two, and the other side of us cuts back like a shard through the eye and the mind, through the chest's jail of bone, with the blade of grace, to our heart.

	But what is this “love,” after all— – what is its provenance, where does it come from, and why is it directed at us? We know the world doesn’t “love” us, because the world cannot love at all— - the human conquest of the world, whatever its consequences, has been based on a simple discovery: stones and mud and air don’t feel, have no will of their own, are not, never have been, alive— - the world at large sweeps everything at random into more or less obscure gestation and destruction. It humiliates and disgraces and disappoints entirely without intending to; sets up and casts down without purpose; is unwittingly generous and unconsciously cruel;, if a mother, irrational and unseeing; if a lover, sadistic when not neglectful and self-absorbed; - a sort of sleepwalking narcissist. What then is this “love” that beauty seems so blatantly, almost embarrassingly, to announce?
						
	Yet in the joy of that awakening we barely give the question a thought: we are too dazzled by it. We don’t see, so bright is the light breaking over us: we’re blinded by it. We hardly feel it: we are numbed into a joy surrounded by a sleep. We hardly seem to exist except in its already departing radiance. We yield to it all too willingly— - but have we any choice?
[Typesetter: add a line space here, then delete this note]
	As soon as we wake, it dies— - as soon as it dies, we waken. Beauty is like sleep itself turned for a moment into awakening, the dream suddenly master of the day, the dreamer’s little god. Obscure, suspicious words, yet maybe they point to what is, or at least toward what seems: The thought of beauty is the memory of being broken into happiness. Beauty flowers within the mind when we speak of it, in whispers, to ourselves: a wound in the numbness of being, a subordination to a largeness that excludes us yet beckons. It hurts us and baffles us; yet makes us drunk with joy.
	Such is the clarity it confers:, a half-inarticulate sense of conviction, that it erases all doubt, the skeptic's pause and the philosopher's hesitation, in an affirmation that in one sweep confirms us and belittles—, annihiliates— us, subordinating us to a being not only absolutely other to us but numinously so, confirmed as grander, more glorious, more real— - it “decenters” us1 and opens us to other people, other worlds, in gratitude and dazzlement and wonder.			
											
	And yet, how often do we fail to rise to beauty’s occasion. It banners above us, heavily laoughing in the evening breeze, beckoning a welcome from the weary and disillusioned, bidding a salute; stands like a scout on a ridge against the sky, throwing one arm toward you, the other toward something just over the horizon, and you, craven, destitute, exhausted, cannot raise your crippled legs where they lie, abandoned and useless, to follow; it exhorts you in ecstatic, martial bliss, and all you can do is gape, chastened and silent in the dirt at its feet. It rises above you, a whirlwind, a storm of gold, an imperious sea, drowning you in the riptide of its gift.
	For beauty is not only a gift, beauty is a command—though of what is yours to discover; beauty is the exaction of what its magnanimity offers—the flowering world, the hungry child—of your life.
	And beautiful as the offer is, as beautiful is the renunciation, the resigned turn to the valley that will finally break its fall.
	For beauty is not only a gift,  beauty is a command— – though of  MH Michelle Heller     Change ‘of’ to ‘to’? As in ‘a command to what’ what is yours to discover; beauty is the exaction of what its magnanimity offers— – the flowering world, the hungry child—, of your life.
	And beautiful as the offer is, as beautiful is the renunciation, the resigned turn to the valley that will finally break its fall MH Michelle Heller     I had a difficult time with this sentence – maybe add an ‘and’ between renunciation and resigned turn? Or remove the ‘that’ after valley to make the sentence complete. .
	I will not because I may not, I may not because I cannot, I cannot because I do not, I do not because I am not. And the magnanimous but coercive hand, so long held out to you, falls back finally to the disenchanted thigh.

	Overwhelming yet evanescent, those moments of demand and relief, like touchstones of the sacred, even as the gods release us to our forsakenness. They stand in the galleries of the heavens speaking to us through a high wall of glass: we see their mouths move but hear nothing they say. Stark clarity yet utter opacity: we hear and do not hear, see and do not see, know and know nothing. They lie, these fragments of beauty, just beyond our fingertips as, in reflex, we stretch out our hand to them. They flicker, nod, and disappear. 
	And yet it is as if we had never known anything else but this, that only this is certain; as if beauty were merely reminding us of what we are always on the verge of forgetting: that we are surrounded not only by indifference and contempt and the flat brutality of life, but also by wonder, splendor, sovereign harmony, triumphant serenity, love.

2. The Revenge of Beauty

	As happens so often, our mistakes lie in our predicates, deductions, reflections; in our convictions encoded, ensyntaxed; which is to day, falsified. The frailty of the autumn leaf lying in the grass in the sun half cut by a shadow is caught up by us in a phrase that threatens to freeze it; the stung sadness of a chord in a song by Schubert, the refined awkwardness of a small painting by Simone Martini, the delicacy and nobility of a panel by Lorenzo Monaco, the purity in the harshness of a line by Baudelaire, the perfection of the face of a woman that you love— - we want to keep them and hold on to them, to; save as well as savor them. 
But the glow of beauty fades, and we return to ourselves. The memory of the rip, the tear1 in our self-regard just will not do, after all: it must succumb to, must be made to work for us— - we must rule it, shall master it. We have to prove, over and over, if only to ourselves, that we are the master of everything that lies inside us. And so we set out to denature that decentering, to recenter it; haul it in and overpower it. We explain the beautiful phenomenon in nature, we dissect the work of art, we overrule the artist, we undermine the person we love. And as a result, the avatars of beauty wither in us because we cannot bear seeing anything more wonderful than ourselves for long, no matter how much joy it gives us; no matter how much misery and unhappiness to ourselves our dominance, our redominance, will bring. We kill the beautiful thing on the altar of our minds in a perverse sacrifice to ourselves, and soon come to doubt if it had ever been.
	But then one day you are broken like a vessel on a rock, your little dinghy of self capsizes, you skid off a road into an abandoned quarry in the twilight and are left shaken in the silence, a young girl looks up at you and reaches your heart with her eyes— - and, dazed, in shock, humbled, through that wound to Narcissus, that cut in your self-regard, a splinter of the brightness that lurks around you enters in, quickening the wound with salve and salt and balm, smiling to you, with that strange sadness seen in the faces of angels in certain paintings in certain haunted museums, and bearing you almost unknowing to joy.

3. The Shadow of Beauty 

	Beauty leaks in when we are not expecting it, and yet are— - never quite in the shape we foresaw, but in the cloak of the space we allow for it.
	It is the face of a love without voice or name, without clear location or direction or goal. It is as though this object, this moment (for beauty exists most fully in time: the timing of the experience of beauty is essential— - I recall turning a corner in a museum one happy and open-hearted day and being stunned into a kind of daze, an awe of joy, by the beauty of a painting whose reproduction I knew, and had often enjoyed well enough, but it had not prepared me for this— - and I remember a similar but diametrically opposed occasion, in another museum in another country during an unhappy period of my life: seeing another painting I knew from art books, and had also liked, but felt only an empty, dry dulling of feeling, a cool detachment following a disappointed sense of “Oh— - that's all it is”), this moment torn from the fabric of the day and its demands is a token of a love for us that we have always longed for secretly but have never believed was possible: this Thing loves us, loves me, here and now and, possibly, always. The sun igniting the air on a spring morning, the moon cutting its thumbnail into the western sky, the pattern of cloud blotting the azure like tissue shredded with ink speaks of a universal address to us, an enigmatic but undeflectable love for all beneath and around and above them— - a mantle of serenity subduing the ego's will,; a blue cloak of promise. But it is the jealous, impassioned, possessive, and impersonal love of Eros beneath the apparent charities of Agape: a love that holds the whirlwind like a sickle in its hand.
						
	Beauty says its ‘I’ sovereignly against our ‘I’: I will make you love me. In that moment we will be melted into one single thing. And yet, at the same time, our individuality is affirmed, our boundaries are sharpened; our selves by no means relinquished—, rather they are reinforced, strengthened; we are not melted but firmed into power. Our pride is quickened at the same time as our humility, - which may be one of the reasons we often take with us from artistic beauty (sometimes even from natural beauty) the wrong lessons: rather than the lesson of humility before the sovereign Oother that reflects back to us the aura of being— - and therefore, reflected within that, our own radiance— - we take the lesson of pride in recognizing a social value, plume ourselves on our judgment, our intelligence, and despise our supposedly less sensitive and discerning neighbors: in this way, we protect ourselves from the vastness of our experience, but also from its profoundly generous glory. The beautiful thing becomes a pawn in the social game of one-upmanship, the chronic jockeying for position and advantage.
	It can be frightening, the joy that beauty confers: it strikes the foundations of our practical, cynical, suspicious judgments of the world like an earthquake. It says, “Wrong— - there is joy. Wrong— - there is love, and it is ruler here, of you.”

4. The Labyrinth in the Mirror

. . . and beauty’s wild reflection— - beauty's other self, to which it calls: love. We know beauty for this sole reason: it awakens in us “the one thing needful”; indeed, whatever awakens love in us we will henceforward call beautiful. This is distinct from pleasure, which affirms the self in its sovereignty, bending to its whims, whereas love affirms the self by forcing it to affirm the sovereignty of another being: you are of value indeed, but largely because the Beautiful Other needs you, needs you in which to find itself reflected and made whole; needs you as a god needs its worshipper, in the very annulment of yourself before it. And the joy beauty gives is partially the joy of that brief erasure of the self's sense of its centrality and isolation, the breaking of the boundaries between it and the world— - it pulls the self through a narrow keyhole out of its palace and prison, out to the immensity of being; a material transcendence immanent with the sacred, flecked with its glittering signs.
						
	Love, that terrible sharpener of life— - sharpening its pleasures with the pain of Narcissus and sharpening even pain with a strange euphoria, so we don't know if we are happy or in hell, suicidal or drugged with joy— - love, that babbler and silent one, wounded by beauty, yet craves that beauty it feels it can’t have enough of— - becomes addicted to that special moment of beauty it so confuses with the object encountered in the moment, not knowing that beauty occurs in time and disappears with time and cannot be captured in any object; love even denies all others in the steadfastness of its worship— - not knowing that the Beautiful Object is in fact a Beautiful Moment, long or brief, and vanishes with the moment's passing.
	Eros has always been a jealous god. In erotic love, we see come together beauty, our response to beauty, and the tyrannies of the self as two egos collide in a kind of ecstatic mutual admiration and the inevitable reaction of dismayed, wounded self-assertion, the male forcing himself on the female, entering her triumphantly, the female conquering by absorption, ingesting the male. In each other, we see the sign of our own self-transcendence, but no one can bear the sovereignty of another for long, nor bear the collapse of boundaries and the flooding inflow of the world. The instability and volatility of the love relation lies partly in this: the loved one as object opens us out, breaks through to us, redeems us from the confinement of self through beauty— - but as subject, it imprisons us in its view of us as a thing, with whatever pleasure, acceptance, and joy: in the ice of its gaze at us, its knowledge of us, its will over us. And we rebel: we are not a thing, even a beautiful one— - we are selves, and know power.
	And so the game of love dwindles and atrophies into a test of strength, and the beauty that freed us becomes a love that cages us.

	What we respond to is the material object of beauty— - the body— - yet what comes out to greet us and eventually dominate us is the immaterial person, which we cannot see yet feel the effects of; an object not of the senses but an abstraction of growing complexity and ambiguity the longer we know it: something in the end unknown— - behind the face an endless succession of masks in an ever- deepening darkness.

	The beautiful face can cut us down with a look; the beautiful mouth speaks words that humiliate and torture us; we find ourselves drowning in the cold beauty of that gaze; we wake stumbling in a night imposed by those radiant eyes.
	And the beauty that loves us raises its hand to our face not to stroke but to strike it. The face may have spoken of love to us, but one day the soul behind it denies us, and we are baffled why. Like beauty, love exists in time: this is our hope and tragedydespair.

The second part of this essay will appear in the next issue.

